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I. S^OPE OF This Brief. Questions Involved.

In the case at bar the interests of this appellee,

Kilauea Sugar Plantation Company, a corporation,



and Charles and Mary X. L/ucas are identical. Ki-

laiiea Sugar Plantation Comi^am^ is tlie admitted

lessee in possession of the lands in question under a

renewal lease from Mary X. Lucas and Charles

Lucas.

The able brief filed herein on behalf of Charles

Lucas and Mary X. Lucas covers the facts and the

law of the case thoroughly and exhaustively, making

it entirely unnecessary for this appellee to cover the

same gxound. The argument advanced on behalf of

the Lucases applies equally on behalf of Kilauea

Sugar Plantation Compan5\ We adopt and incor-

porate herein the arguments contained in the Lucas

brief. The brief filed herein by the Scott interests

also covers aspects of the case which are pertinent

so far as the interests of this appellee are concerned.

The testimony in the case has been thoroughly

analyzed by counsel for the appellees, Charles and

Mary X. Lucas, and we are content to rest upon such

an anal^^sis without entering into an extensive or

minute discussion of the facts. For the facts of the

case we also call attention to the respective decisions

of the Supreme Court and the Circuit Court of the

Territory of Hawaii.

The fundamental issues in this controversy, while

clear cut and well defined, have been somewhat ob-

scured by the appellants in their brief, as they have

muddied the waters with a great many irrelevant



facts and issues which this Court must disregard in

sizing up the case.

Counsel for the Lucases before presenting their

arg-ument on the miain issues paused in their brief

to consider so-called "incidental" matters. We do

not intend to reiterate the remarks of counsel for

the Lucases in this regard. We are content to rely

absolutely on what has been said in their brief rela-

tive to the irrelevant issues which the api^ellants

have injected into this case.

The appellants have specified fifty-two assign-

ments of error which they rely upon in this appeal.

Practically all of the specifications of error relied

upon in this appeal were assigned as errors to the

decision of the trial court and relied upon by the

appellants in their appeal to the Supreme Court of

the Territory of Hawaii. After all is said and done,

this formidable battery of assigned errors is easily

reducible to two or three main issues. The funda-

mental questions presented all grow out of and in-

volve the construction of the will of Christian Ber-

telmann.

The main issues presented by this controversy

are:

(1) Whether Frank Bertelmann under the terms

of his father's will could perform the conditions

thereof because of the death of Catherine Scott ; and

(2) If Frank could perform, whether he did per-



form the prescribed conditions so as to entitle kim

to the lands in question.

If Frank had the right to perform, then the ques-

tion presented by (2) arises, that is, the question as

to whether or not he i^erformed the prescribed con-

ditions.

Under (2) ) there are two main issues, which are:

A. Whether Frank raised the money within the

meaning of his father's w^ill. If he did not raise the

mone}^ within the meaning of the Avill, then we need

go no farther. He is a shortcoming son. If he did

raise the money and had a right to perform, then Ave

come to the next issue, Avhich is : B. Whether Frank

made a proper tender of the money.

In order for the appellants to prevail (1) Frank

must have had the right to perform; (2) he must

have raised the money within the meaning of the

will, and (3) he must have tendered the money to

the proper persons. All of the above factors must

exist before the appellants' claims can be seriously

considered. The absence of any one of the above

three factors is sufiicient to defeat their claims.

We contend that the appellants' case has not

measured up to any one of the foregoing three tests.

AVe contend (1) that Frank had no right to perform,

as the conditions of the will became impossible of

performance because of the prior death of Catherine

Scott, one of the testator's children; (2) that even if

he had had the right to perform, he did not perform



as he did not raise the necessary money within the

meaning of the terms of his father's will; and (3)

that even if Frank had the right to perform and had

raised the mone}^ within the meaning of the terms

of the will, that he did not perform the condition of

the will in that he did not make a proper tender of

the money. He failed in his attempt to perform the

condition in that he made the tenders to the wrong

persons, that is, to the grantees of the danghters and

shortcoming sons, instead of to the danghters and

shortcoming sons themselves.

This brief will be devoted niainl}^ to a considera-

tion of the two fundamental and decisive questions

presented bj^ this controversy, that is, (1) whether

under the i)rovisions of the will Frank could per-

form, and (2) if he could, whether he did perform

the prescribed condition.

ARGUMENT

II. Cases Construing the Bertelimiann Will.

The will of Christian Bertelmann has been con-

strued in three prior cases, to-wit

:

Bertelmann v. KaMlina, decided July 29, 1002,

and reported in I'l Haw. 378; Scott v. Lucas, decided

June 13, 1910, and reported in 23 Haiv. 338, and later

affirmed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and

reported in 239 Fed. Jf50.

AVhen the case at bar was tried, the trial court

had the aforenamed decisions to guide it, and of



course to bind it absolutely in rendering its de-

cisions.

The three decisions in question Avere very care-

fully analyzed by the Lucases in their brief, and

also by the trial court in its decision. We will refer

to these decisions briefly as they have been dis-

cussed at some length on pages 38-53 of appel-

lants' brief, and in fact, quite generally throughout

their brief.

(a) Bertelmann i\ Kahilina.

That case Avent before the court on an agreed

statement of facts and presented two points for its

decision

:

1. What interest did the widow and the daugh-

ters take under the will; and

2. What interests did Frank and Henry Bertel-

mann take?

For our purposes, ignoring what the court held as

to the widoAV, the case held that the third and fourth

provisions of the will passed to each of the nine

chihlren of the deceased a vested one-ninth interest

in tlie land, subject to an executory devise in the

three sons to defeat the vested interests of the six

daughters and of any shortcoming son by a com-

pliance with the conditions named in the will. In

other words, the court held that each child took an

undivided one-ninth interest in the lands, the sons

having the right to acquire the interests of the

daughters and of the shortcoming sons by performing



certain conditions. As to the interests of the daugh-

ters and the shortcoming sons, the will gave the

sons "contingent executory devises." The daughters

took a vested one-ninth in fee under the will, subject

to the rights of any performing son of the testator

to acquire the Avhole land by performing under the

executory devise.

In Lucas v. Scott et al., 239 Fed. J^SO, the court, at

page 453, in speaking of the decision in Bertelmann

V. Kahilina, said:

"The majority of the court in that case held, one

judge dissenting, that the widow took a life estate in

one-third of the land, subject to be defeated upon the

performance of the conditions prescribed in the

third article, in which case she would thereafter

have a fixed sum of two thousand dollars a year,

w^hich would be a charge on the land; that the chil-

dren took equally vested estates, in fee, subject to

the widow's interest, defeasible as to the interest of

the daughters and the shortcoming sons, upon the

performance of the prescribed conditions by the

other son or sons, the sons having meanwhile con-

tingent devises as to such interests."

The case decided simply what rights the nine chil-

dren and the widow had under the will. Counsel for

apjiellants, on page 39 of their brief, state that the

Kahilina case held "that a son could defeat the

estate of a daughter or ^shortcoming son' by pay-

ment to them or their heirs of the sums prescribed



by the will." Aud again ou the next page of their

brief they say that "the death of one of testator's

children holding vested fee simple defeasible title

to an undivided one-ninth interest in the land would

not defeat the right of a performing son to acquire

the interest." These contentions, of course, have no

foundation—the problem embodied in the quotation

from appellants' brief was not before the court. The

court did not say what counsel vigorously urge this

court to believe that it did. The court did saj^,

speaking of performance by a performing son, that

such performance of the conditions in the v, ill would

"divest the daughters and shortcoming sons or their

heirs of any interests that they might otherwise

have." The court simply m.eant that payment to the

daughters and the shortcoming son or sons, if any,

under the terms of the will Avould divest them "and

their heirs" of their interests in the land and vest

them in the jjerforming son or sons. The holding of

the court was obviously correct. As is urged con-

vincingly in the brief for the Lucases, "or" as used

by the Supreme Court of the Territorj- of Hawaii in

the Kahilina case, means "and."

As we have suggested above, the issue of payment

to an heir was not before the court. At the time the

case was decided there were no heirs, as all the chil-

dren wore alive, and it was thirteen or fourteen

years before the time for performance. We cannot

UDderstand how counsel for appellants can argue
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that the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii

in the Kahilina case held "that a son could defeat

the estate of a daughter or shortcoming son by pa}^-

ment to them or their heirs" in the face of the de-

cision of the Supreme Court in the case of Scott v.

Lucas, decided fourteen years later, which expressly

approved of the construction put upon the third and

fourth paragraphs of the will in the Kahilina case

and held that the conditions must be construed to

the letter even so strictly as to render them impossi-

ble of performance in 1916 by reason of the earlier

death of the daughter Catherine, and in holding that

performance to Catherine's heirs was not sufficient.

This, we submit, leaves the argument of the appel-

lants stranded on the rocky shores of sheer despera-

tion. While there could be no issue before the court

in the Kahilina case about payment to an heir, the

court in Scott v. Lucas fourteen years later had the

question squarely presented and held that there

could be no performance by payment to an heir of a

deceased sister.

The Kahilina case held that all of the children of

the testator took defeasible vested estates in fee

simple, and the performing son or sons, if any,

would take by way of contingent executory devise

such estates as might be defeated by performance of

the condition. The condition would be a condition

subsequent for the purpose of defeating the interests

of the daughters and shortcoming sons, and a condi-
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tion precedent for tlie purpose of vesting these inter-

ests in the performing sons. The construction of the

will made in the Kahilina case was followed by the

Territorial Supreme Court of different personnel in

the later case of Scott v. Lucas^ 23 Haw. 338, and

on appeal in the latter case by this court in 239 Fed.

.'/50. These three decisions must be regarded as set-

tling beyond controversy the construction of the will

as to w^hat estates were taken by the sons and daugh-

ters under the will and the shiftability of the inter-

ests of some of the children to the others upon the

performance of the condition.

(b) Scott V. Lucas, 23 Hmv. 338.

This is the case which appellants urge is not either

res judicata or stare decisis in the case at bar be-

cause, as they contend, it was submitted on a mis-

statement of facts and Frank Bertelmann was not a

party thereto. That case was submitted to the Su-

preme Court of Hawaii on an agreed statement of

facts. It was decided in 1016, the year folloAving the

expiration of the lease. In the meantime Mary N.

Lucas had acquired the interests of the two sons

other than the appellant and of the five daughters

other than Catherine by voluntary conveyances, and

besides holding a mortgage of Frank Bertelmann's

interest claimed to have acquired his equity of re-

demption ; that is, all his interest by purchase upon

an execution sale. She claimed the right as owner

of eight-ninths to acquire the remaining one-ninth
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by paying $5,000 to Catherine's heirs, her three

minor children, whose guardian was the Bishop

Trust Company, Limited. The case was between

these minors and their guardian as plaintiffs and

Mrs. Lucas as defendant, and was brought for the

purpose of determining whether Mrs. Lucas could

thus acquire the interest of the minors.

Two questions were presented to the court, which

were : ( 1 ) "Whether the right or privilege of perform-

ing the condition and thus acquiring the other inter-

ests was personal to the sons or could be transferred

by them to another person, namely, Mrs. Lucas ; and

(2) Whether the liability of any daughter or short-

coming son to have his or her interest defeated or

divested by performance of the condition was per-

sonal to such daughter or son or could pass from

him or her to his or her successor in interest ; that

is, ( 1 ) could the right or privilege of performing the

condition and thus acquiring the other interests be

exercised by Mrs. Lucas as assignee of the sons, and

(2) even though she could exercise such right or

I)rivilege as against Catherine, in case Catherine

were still living, could she exercise such right or

privilege as against Catherine's heirs after her

death?

The Supreme Court based its decision on the sec-

ond of these questions and held that inasmuch as

an estate could not be defeated by the performance

of a condition subsequent unless the condition were
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performed strictly and in full, and inasmucli as the

condition in question could be performed strictly

and fully only by paying the $5,000 to Catherine

herself, it could not be performed strictly and fully

at all by reason of her death; that is, that the pay-

ment of the $5,000 to others, namely, to the children

of Catherine Scott even though they were her heirs

and successors in interest, would not be strict and

full performance.

Although the Supreme Court did not decide defi-

nitely the first of these questions, it intimated

strongly that the right or privilege of performing

was likewise personal, and that Mrs. Lucas could not

as the assignee of the sons, perform the condition

precedent to acquiring the interest of Catherine or

her minor children. It stated further that it was

not necessary to definitely decide that question in

view of its stand on the second question.

That decision of the Supreme Court of the Terri-

tory of Hawaii stands as law in the Territor}^ today.

The court in that case affirmed also the decision of

the earlier court rendered in the Kahilina case some

fourteen years before on its construction of the will.

(1) Alleged false statement of facts in the Sub-

mission on agreed statement of facts in Scott v.

Lucas.

On page 45 of their brief and on other pages coun-

sel for the appellants reluctanth^ refer to the de-

cision in Scott V. Lucas and evidently get solace out
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of their coutentions that the decision is not stare

decisis in the case at bar because of an alleged mis-

statement of facts. They made the same contention

in this case in their briefs filed in the Supreme Court

of the Territory of Hawaii, and the matter was

carefully argued before that court.

They say that the submission contained two false

statements of fact: (1) That Mrs. Lucas had ob-

tained Prank's interest in the land by foreclosure

of the mortgage; and (2) that Mrs. Lucas had ac-

quired Frank's executor}^ devise as well as his de-

feasible fee by virtue of the Sheriff's Deed.

Eeference to the record in Scott v. Lucas in this

court will show that the facts were fully and cor-

rectly set forth. Contrary to what appellants' coun-

sel urge, there was no statement in the agreed state-

ment of facts that any mortgage had been fore-

closed, nor that Mrs. Lucas had acquired Frank's

interest in the land by foreclosure of a mortgage.

Even though such a statement had appeared in the

submission, the court's decision Avas not influenced,

nor could it have been influenced one way or the

other by any question as to whether Frank's mort-

gage had been foreclosed or not. The facts show

that Mrs. Lucas had deeds from Henry and from

Chris Bertelmann. One deed alone would have been

sufficient to enable the court to pass on the question

as to whether or not the condition in the will could

be performed by making payment to the heirs of
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Mrs. Scott, or whether the assignee of a son could

perform the condition under the will.

The contention of counsel for appellants that the

case of Scott v. Ijucas, 23 Haw\ 338, is not stare de-

cisis in the case at bar because of alleged misstate-

ment of facts, is a frantic endeavor on their part to

escape the force and effect of that decision. So far

as the acquisition of Frank's interest by virtue of

the Sheriff's Deed is concerned, the agreed state-

ment set forth the facts in connection with the execu-

tion in the Washington Mercantile Company case,

and a copy of the Sheriff's Deed was attached to the

Submission as Exhibit A. The statement of facts

was accurate in all regards. As we have intimated

above, conceding for the sake of argument that there

was an error in the agreed statement of facts to the

effect that Mrs. Lucas acquired Frank's executory

devise : in the first place, whether or not the Sheriff's

Deed could have passed title to the executory devise

Avas a matter of law, this court having held that the

executorj^ devise was not alienable; and in the sec-

ond place, even though the statement had contained

such a fact, it could not possibly have had any effect

upon the decision of the court as the agreed state-

ment had attached to it deeds from Henry and Chris

Bertelmann as Exhibits E and F. One deed alone

would have been sufficient to have raised the ques-

tion.
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On page 40 of their brief the appellants state,

speaking of the decision in Scott v. Lucas

:

"Although the Supreme Court stated that it was

bound by the Bertelmann-Kahilina case it did not

follow the necessary conclusions that arise from the

construction of the will in that case. The Supreme

Court held in Scott v. Lucas that the death of the

daughter Catherine defeated the right of the son

to purchase. As we have heretofore shown in the

case of Bertelmann v. Kahilina, supra, where the

court was under the submission defining the precise

rights granted to the daughters and sons, the court

held that the contingent executory devise which the

sons took was to divest 'the daughters and short-

coming sons or their heirs of any interests. . .
.'

The Supreme Court in the case of Scott v. Lucas

paid no attention to this precise holding by the court

in Bertelmann v. Kahilina and held directly con-

trary to such statement of the court, although in

Scott V. Lucas the Supreme Court said that Bertel-

mann V. Kahilina was binding upon the court in

Scott V. Lucas. Further, the court in the case of

Scott V. Lucas really gave no force and effect to the

holding in the Kahilina case that the children each

took a vested undivided one-ninth interest in fee de-

feasible."

Counsel attempt to substitute their opinion as to

what the Kahilina case decided for the opinion of

the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii in
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the case of Scott v. Lucas. They say that while the

Supreme Court stated it was bound by the decision

in the Kahilina case, yet the Sui^reme Court did not

follow the case, that it did not follow the Kahilina

case in one of the two questions that it had before it.

If the court in the Kahilina case had meant that

the interest of a daughter or shortcoming son could

be defeated by paj^ment of $5,000 to the heirs of a

daughter or a son who had not performed during his

life, then we submit that the Supreme Court in the

case of Scott v. Lucas, which had the issues squarely

presented to it after Catherine had died and after it

had stated in its opinion that it was bound by the

Kahilina decision, would have decided that payment

to the heirs, the minor children of Catherine Scott,

would have been sufficient. The court held squarely

that the condition could not be strictly performed

by payment to the children of Catherine Scott.

Counsel state "but the court did not correctly fol-

low the earlier decision." We submit, as we con-

tended in our discussion of the Kahilina case, that

the court in that case did not have before it the ques-

tion of the payment to the heirs of a deceased son or

daughter, and hence did not decide it. This is sub-

stantiated by the decision in Scott v. Lucas, which

followed the decision in the Kahilina case, and held

that the payment to the heirs of Catherine Scott was

not strict performance. Counsel for appellants in

their mad scramble to get away from the decisive
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effect of the decision in Scott v. Lucas as far as the

case at bar is concerned, would have this Honorable

Court believe that the Supreme Court in the Scott

case overlooked the main point in the Kahilina case,

when the so-called "main point" was what the court

had before it for decision. This argument, together

with their argument that the case is not stare de-

cisis in the case at bar because of the alleged mis-

statement of facts in the Submission, fully illus-

trates the desperate position of appellants when be-

fore the Supreme Court of Hawaii on this case as

well as the position in which they find themselves

before this court.

(c) Lucas V. Scott, 239 Fed. J/oO.

The decision in Scott v. Lucas, 23 Haw. 338, was

affirmed on appeal by this court in Lucas v. Scott,

239 Fed. 450. This court held that the right or privi-

lege of performing the condition and thus acquiring

the interests of the daughters and the shortcoming

sons, was personal to the sons and could not be as-

signed to Mrs. Lucas, their successor in interest.

The court took the view that for the purpose of ac-

quiring the other interests the condition was a con-

dition precedent and that the condition precedent in

order to operate would have to be fully and literally

performed—just as the same condition as a condi-

tion subsequent for the purpose of defeating the

other interests would have to be fully and literally

performed, as held by this court and by the Supreme
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Court of the Territory of Hawaii. Tliis court did

not pass ou tlie question as to wliether payment

could be made to heirs of a deceased daughter, that

decision being unnecessary in disposing of the mat-

ter before it. T^liile this court, when it had before

it Lucas V. Scott, did not consider it necessarj^ to

decide whether payment could be made to the heirs

of a deceased daughter, this court did say

:

"That his sons or some of them should own
the land in an undivided tract is indeed clearly

expressed as the sincere wish of the testator.

But we are of the opinion that it was not his

paramount wish or purpose. If that had been
his paramount wish, the natural and simple

method to express it would have been to devise

to his ^then surviving' sons the whole of the

land, subject to a charge in favor of each of his

daughters for the sum of $5,000." (Page 455.)

"The wish that the sons, or one or more of

them might acquire the whole tract, however
dear it may have been to the heart of the testa-

tor, was expressed in such a waj^ as to give the

sons no more than the privilege to acquire the

interests of the daughters in the land by com-
plying with a condition precedent. Compliance
with that condition was absolutel}^ necessary
before the estate of the daughters could vest in

the sons, for it is apparent from the will that
the testator did not intend that the daughters'
estates should vest in the sons unless the condi-

tions were fully and literally performed. The
defeasance of the daughters' estate, on the other
hand, depended on a condition subsequent, the
payment to each of them of a prescribed sum
within a fixed period of time. These views are
in harmony with what was decided by the court
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below and the decision in the Kahilina case, and
it becomes unnecessary to consider the question

whether or not the rule of the latter case became
a rule of propertj^ as to the rights of any of the
parties to the present controversy. .

." (Pages
455-456.)

"Upon a consideration of the terms of the
will, the situation of the testator, his family,
and his property, and with the endeavor to

ascertain what he intended should be done with
his estate, we reach the conclusion that article

third was the expression of his desire, not that
his sons should be favored in the distribution of
his property, but that the title to the land so

held at that time under the lease should be kept
in the male members of his family, and that
that was what he meant Avhen he declared his

sincere wish and will to be that his lands 'shall

befall in equal shares and interest' upon his

sons, and that the privilege which he conferred
upon his 'then surviving' sons to buy the inter-

ests of his daughters at a fixed price was in-

tended to be personal to the sons and not trans-

ferable to another. It was strictly a familj^

scheme, one purpose of which may have been,

and probably was, to offer an inducement to the
sons to practice habits of industry and economy,
so as to accumulate the money requisite for the

purchase of the other interests when the time
should come for the exercise of their option.

There is in the will no expression of the testa-

tor's wish that such a right should go to his then
surviving sons and their assigns, although it is

to be said that the absence of the word 'assigns'

is not of controlling effect. But the provision
that, in case one or two of his sons should not
at that time be able to furnish the amount to

pay for the daughters' shares, the other son or
sons should have the right to buy the whole
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thereof, is suggestive of the testator's purpose
to exclude strangers from participating in that

right of purchase, and to confine it to his sons."

(Page 456.)

Try as the appellants will, they cannot get away

from the rule of strict and literal i^erformance which

is laid down by this court, as well as by the Hawai-

ian Supreme Court in Scott v. Lucas.

What Ave have said hereinabove concerning the

decision in the Kahilina case and both decisions in

Scott V. Lucas and what is said in regard to them in

the able brief filed herein on behalf of the Lucases,

we submit, adequately disposes of the contentions

made by the ai^pellants in reference to the said de-

cisions.

IIL Frank Did Not Perp^orm the Conditions

OP His Father's Will Because He Made the Ten-

ders, IF AT All, to the Wrong Persons.

For the purpose of considering this proposition we

will concede that Frank had the right to perform

and that he raised the money within the meaning of

the will. The answer to this proposition is one of

law as there is no dispute as to the facts concerning

it. We are not concerned with whether Mrs. Lucas

was in hiding ; with whether Charles Lucas tried to

avoid tender ; nor with whether he tried to interfere

with the manner in Avhich the money Avas raised.

Frank made no attempt to make tenders to his

brothers or sisters. Frank intended to make ten-

ders, if at all, to Mrs. Lucas and the Scott children
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through the Bishop Trust Compan}^, Limited. That

this was Frank's intention is established clearly by

his own sworn bill in equity (Exhibit 6) sworn to by

Frank himself. In his bill in equity Frank swore

that the tender had been validly and legally made to

Mrs. Lucas because his brothers and sisters had sold

their interests in the land "to Mary N. Lucas," to-

gether "with their rights to be paid the money."

There was some talk by Frank Bertelmann during

the trial of this cause in his testimony given in

the trial court about the daughters and short-

coming sons waiving payment. This was all an

afterthought on Frank's part and the appellants'

contention, found on pages 67-76 of their brief, was

not sustained by the trial court. The facts in regard

to this alleged waiver are ably discussed in the brief

for the Lucases filed herein. Frank Bertelmann in

an unsuccessful effort to escape the force of the de-

cision in the cases construing the will and the prop-

osition that tender and payment under the will must

have been to the children themselves directly, con-

veniently testified that he interviewed each of his

brothers and sisters, with the exception of the de-

ceased sister, Mrs. Scott, and offered to pay them,

but was directed to pay Mrs. Lucas the respective

$5,000 sums. Frank's testimony along these lines

was evolved solely for the purpose of meeting that

gap, and, of course, was rejected by the lower court

under the usual tests as to the credibilitv of wit-
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nesses and probability of its truth. Even if it be

assumed that he did have some conversation with

some or all of his brothers and sisters on this point,

there is nothing in the record to the effect that he

ever made any actual tender or performance to those

brothers and sisters when he was supi^osed to be

able to make the respective payments. Even when

he talked with Chris he says he had only three or

four hundred dollars in his pocket. It is one thing

to have the $5,000 in cash in hand or available when

a tender is made and a so-called waiver is made. It

is quite another thing to have nothing but the hope

of securing the money and a paltry sum of actual

cash available when the abortive tender and alleged

waiver are made. The obvious readiness of Bertel-

mami, as a mtness, to talk on freely and at great

length and without any reflection as to what he was

saying, his constant corrections in his testimony

upon convenient suggestion contained in the argu-

ment of his counsel in making so-called objections,

his sworn bill in equity (which has been fully dis-

cussed in the brief for the Lucases
) , the belief of his

one time attorney, Xoa Aluli, that Mrs. Lucas was

the proper party to whom tender should be made,

the testimony of Aluli that no tender was made to

the brothers and sisters because he thought they

were not proper tenderees, and moreover that he was

afraid they would take the money, all lead to and

support the conclusion of the trial court that at no
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time Avas there any tender to the brothers and sis-

ters of the respective $5,000 sums, or of any sum;

that there certainly could not be any waiver of ten-

der of performance by these brothers and sisters

when they had had no opportunity to accept or de-

cline the actual cash.

As found by the lower court, Frank Bertelmann

did not tender the $5,000 called for by the third para-

graph of the will, to any one or all of his brothers

and sisters (Record, pages 136, 137) : "There is no

question in the mind of the court as to the fact that

Frank never in fact tendered said sums of $5,000

each to those brothers and sisters. The evidence dis-

closes merely a mass of desultory talk as to whether

they would receive their individual stipend, if ten-

dered. None of the meetings between Frank and his

brothers and sisters amount to a direct tender to

any of them personally."

The trial court found that there was a tender by

Frank of the respective sums and the whole amount

of the interest claimed through "such brothers and

sisters to Mrs. Lucas" (Record p. 137), but that

Frank "never accumulated any substantial amount

of money or assets in his o^vn right" (Record p.

139) ; that the gold coin "was supplied by the First

National Bank on the credit and under the control

of Mr. McCandless," and Mr. McCandless "Avas not

to lose control of his money if the tender was not

accepted," and that "Mr. McCandless agreed to use
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his credit and money obtained b}^ his own credit to

obtain five-ninths of the fee for Franlv Bertelmann

and four-ninths of the fee for himself, McCandless"

(Record p. 140) ; that it seems clear that ''Frank

Bertelmann Avas not intended to enter into 'undis-

putable possession' of all of testator's lands covered

by the lease, but, it was simply intended that title

should vest momentarily for the purpose of making

Frank a conduit of title of four-ninths to McCand-

less, so that after the transaction was complete

Frank and McCandless would become tenants in

common" (Record p. 142), and that the transaction

"between FU'ank Bertelmann and McCandless on

one hand, and the Lucases on the other hand, did not

amount to a fulfillment of the conditions intended by

the testator, that 'my lands shall befall in equal

shares and interests upon nw three sons'; and by

performing the conditions 'they, my sons, or he, my
son, will enter in full possession of all my lands' "

(Record p. 143).

Frank's whole story about his conversations with

his brothers and sisters was discarded by the trial

court. Even had there been some merit in his con-

jured tale, the question of waiver by the daughters

and shortcoming sons, in the words of the trial court

(Record p. 138) "becomes immaterial," as the

Lucases were not parties to such alleged waivers.

We contend, as we stated in the earlier pages of

this brief, in our discussion of the problems pre-
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seuted by this controversy, that the only way in

which the condition of the testator's Avill could be

strictly and literally carried out, as required by the

decision of the Supreme Court in Scott v. Lucas and

by this court in Lucas v. Scott, would be by making-

tender to the shortcoming sons and daughters, and

that any tender to others cannot be held to be a per-

formance of the condition.

The appellants claim that a tender to Mrs. Lucas

and the guardian of the Scott minors was proper

and sufficient because

:

(1) Mrs. Lucas and the Scott minors were suc-

cessors in interest to the respective daughters and

shortcoming sons

;

(2) Performance is the purchase of an interest,

and that tenders had to be made to those Avho then

had the interest

;

(3) The performance of the condition was a pur-

chase of title and tender should be made to the per-

son Avith the title ; and because

(4) The decision in Bertelmann v. Kahilina

means that the heirs or successors in interest can be

divested of their interest by payment to them.

We submit that the claims of the appellants are

utterly without foundation, because:

(1) As we have pointed out in the earlier pages

of this brief, the case of Bertelmann v. Kahilina did

not hold that a performing son could obtain the in-

terest of a deceased brother or sister by payment to
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the heirs of such deceased brother or sister. The

court meant that payment to a brother or sister

would divest them and their heirs of the property in

question. The question of payment to heirs was not

before the court, as all the brothers and sisters were

alive. That question was ]3resented before the Su-

preme Court some sixteen years later in Scott v.

Lucas, and the court held squarely that payment

could not be made to the heirs of Catherine Scott.

That decision is stare decisis in the case at bar.

AVhen the Kahilina case was decided all the daugh-

ters and sons were living, and being alive, had no

heirs. The time for performance had not arrived,

and therefore the question as to the payment to the

heirs Avas remote and was not presented to the

court

;

(2) The transaction was not one of purchase and

sale, but one of performance of a condition. There

is no consensual relation. The situation was created

by the will. There can be no question of a purchase

as the will created contingent executory devises

which have no resemblance to a purchase and sale.

A performing son takes by performing the executory

devises under the will and not by any arrangements

between the parties. The performance of the condi-

tion would effect a transfer no matter how valuable

the several interests might be ; and because

(3) As far as the tender is concerned, the situa-

tion is the same as though no transfers had been
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made from the sons and the daughters to the

Lucases, that is to say, because the daughters and

the shortcoming sons had no right to change the

provisions of the will, the conditions of which could

be performed only in accordance with the terms of

the will ; and therefore the tender should have been

made to the parties designated in the will, to-wit:

to the daughters and the shortcoming sons.

As will be remembered. Chief Justice Frear wrote

the majority oj^inion of the Hawaiian Supreme

Court in the Kahilina case. Subsequently, after

Judge Frear had left the bench and had entered

private practice, he was attorney for this appellee,

Kilauea Sugar Plantation Company, and wrote a

very able brief in its behalf in the equity case of

Bertelmann v. Lucas, et al., decided by this court on

August 3, 1925, which case is reported in 7 Fed. (2)

325. In his argument he showed clearly that the

decisions in the cases of Scott v. Lucas and Lucas v.

Scott were right in holding that the conditions pre-

scribed by the will must be strictly performed. We
respectfully call attention to his argument as con-

tained in his brief filed in the equity case on behalf

of this appellee. We respectfully adopt his argu-

ment and incorporate the same herein as it applies

in all respects to the case at bar. In supporting his

argument that Frank Bertelmann did not perform

the condition of his father's will because he made
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the tenders, if at all, to tlie wrong persons, he

stated

:

"The first to be considered of the tAvo fundamental

questions stressed in this brief is whether the allega-

tions of the bill show that the appellant performed

the condition, assuming that he had the right to do

so. If, as we contend, he did not perform, he is out

of court at the start. This question is raised in gen-

eral by Par. I. and in particular by Par. IV. of this

appellee's demurrer (Tr. p. 102).

Under this question we do not propose to discuss

secondary matters or matters of detail, as, for in-

stance, Avhether the bill shows that the tender of

$35,000, if made, was made at the right time, or

Avhether it could be made to Mr. Lucas instead of

to Mrs. Lucas or at her premises in her absence, etc.,

or as to whether the tender of $5,000 could be made

to the guardian instead of to the Scott children

themselves.

Whatever the details may be as to Avhen or how

he attempted to make the tenders to certain persons

directly or indirectly through their alleged represent-

atives, the bill shows that the appellant did not

make or attempt to make anj^ tenders to the other

sons or to the daughters themselves but intended to

make tenders, if at all, only to Mrs. Lucas and the

Scott children, directly or indirectly, that is, to the

successors in interest of the other sons and the

daughters in the land.
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Our contention is that the condition could be per-

formed strictly and literally, as required, only by

making the tenders to the other sons and the daugh-

ters, at least to those who were living, and that

tenders to other persons, particularly to Mrs. Lucas,

cannot be held to be performance of the condition.

Appellant himself seemed to realize the embar-

rassment of his position in this respect, for (Tr. p.

37) he charged Aluli, through whom he claims to

have made the tender, with having neglected to make

it in such manner as he should have known how to

make it and in such manner as it could have been

made by a lawyer competent to handle such a mat-

ter and particularly bj^ reason of not having de-

posited the money in court with a petition asking the

court to decide to whom it should be paid, and (Tr.

p. 43) he charged Aluli, Lane and McCandless with

endeavoring to make him belieA^e that a mistake had

been made in tendering the monej^ to Mrs. Lucas in-

stead of to the other sons and the daughters.

The basis advanced by him for his contention that

the tender was properly made to the successors in

interest of the daughters and other sons is that per-

formance Avas a purchase of the other interests in

the land, and hence that the tenders had to be made

to those who then had the other interests, namely:

Mrs. Lucas and the Scott children. (See e.g., his

brief, pp. 80, 85, 92, 101.) There is, hoAvever, we

submit, no such basis. The transaction was not one
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of purchase and sale, but was one of performance of

a condition—altliougii such expressions as 'buy out',

'bought out', etc., have been used more or less by

attorneys and courts as a matter of convenience.

This court even went so far in one place (239 Fed.

at 457) as to refer to a conveyance—of course not

meaning to decide that a conversance would be neces-

sary. The Supreme Court of Hawaii, in 14 Haw.

o78 at 383, referred to the use of the word 'buy' in

one place in the w^ill as bearing on the question of

what estates were given, not as showing that a pur-

chase and sale was intended; that word was used

as meaning 'buy' onh^ 'in a certain sense'. The deci-

sions as to defeasible vested fees, executorj^ devises,

conditions precedent and subsequent, strict and

literal performance, etc., show that none of the

courts considered it a case of purchase and sale.

There was no agreement or contract of purchase

and sale between a would-be performing son and the

shortcoming sons or the daughters or the latter's

heirs or assigns. There Avas no privity between

them, much less between a would-be performing son

and Mrs. Lucas. There were no negotiations for a

purchase and sale. The shortcoming sons and the

daughters and Mrs. Lucas had and could have noth-

ing to say or do about the amount to be paid or

whether it should be paid at all or when or what the

effect of payment would be. The performance of the

condition by payment of the $5,000 to each of the
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right persons would effect a defeasance of the other

interests and vest them in the performing son or

sons, whether the others so desired or not. This

would be by force of the will as made by the testator,

who, of course, could not make contracts for others.

As held by the Supreme Court in the first case (14

Haw. 378 )
, followed in the later cases, and asserted

by the appellant in his bill (Tr. pp. 8, 9, 10, 15-16),

the sons by performing the condition would take the

interests of the others by way of executory devise,

that is, under the will and not under any arrange-

ment betAveen the children. Indeed the appellant

claims that by reason of the alleged tenders he be-

came vested with the Svhole estate' in the land. No

conveyance was required. No suit for specific per-

formance of a contract or agreement to make a sale

or conveyance could be maintained, for there was no

such contract or agreement. Moreover, the perform-

ance of the condition by the payment of the $5,000

to each of the others Avas to effect the transfer irre-

spective of how valuable the several interests might

be. No doubt the testator desired to be fair as be-

tween his children and when he made his will in

1801 $5,000 may have been a fair valuation of each

ninth interest, but if the appellant's allegations (Tr.

p. 34) as to the value of the land are true or even

twenty per cent true, the value of each interest at

the time of the tenders Avas far more than $5,000.

It was the performance of the condition that was to
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effect a transfer, that is, a divesting from some and

a vesting in others. It would be precisely the same

if the condition were of airy other kind. Instead of

a paj^ment to each of the others, it might have been

a pa3Tnent of the testator's debts to his creditors, or

it might have been a payment to certain charitable

institutions, or it might have been the performance

of some other act than the payment of mone}^, as,

for instance, going through college, or getting mar-

ried, etc.

Suppose the other sons or the daughters or Mrs.

Lucas had made a conveyance to someone else Avho

had not yet put the conveyance on record, and sup-

pose appellant knew nothing about it, whether it

Avas on record or not, it would be imi^ossible for him

to perform the condition if he had to perform it

by making the tenders to those who held the in-

terests at the time. Or suppose the other sons or

the daughters or Mrs. Lucas had conveyed part of

their interests to one person and part to another,

or parts to many different persons, then if the ten-

ders had to be made to those who at the time held

the interests, how would appellant be able to make

them? Or suppose there was a question as to Avho

the heirs of a deceased son or daughter were? How
could he know how much to tender to one and how

nmch to another? Suppose the Scott children were

of age, should he have tendered one-third of $5,000

to ench of thein? Suppose they were under age and
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had no guardian? Again, if the tenders had to be

made to those who held the interests at the time and

not to the shortcoming sons and daughters, then

since this appellee, the Kilauea Sugar Plantation

Company, had an interest in the property, namely

:

a lease from Mrs. Lucas for a considerable time yet

to come, a proper proportion of the money should

have been tendered to it, but no such tender was

made to it. Or suppose one of the sons or daughters

had conveyed a life interest to A. with remainder in

fee to B.?

This is the view (namely, that the tender if prop-

erly made would effect a transfer as a performance

of a condition and not as a purchase and sale)

taken by the petitioner and his then co-plaintiffs,

Aluli, Lane and McCandless, when they brought the

action of ejectment on the theory that the legal title

had passed to them by performance of the condition

and this is the claim of the petitioner in the present

suit. If he should Avish something of record to show

his alleged title he could not compel a conveyance

from Mrs. Lucas, nor could he compel one from the

shortcoming sons and the daughters if the tenders

had been made to them, but he would have to look

to a judgment of course, as, for instance, in an action

of ejectment or in a statutory action to quiet title,

or a decree of the Land Court. Perhaps he could

obtain a decree in equity if he were in possession.

He claims now also that, though out of possession.
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he could obtain a decree in equity settling the title

but we need not stop to consider that at this point.

If he could obtain such a decree, it would be a decree

settling the title by its findings—not a decree for

specific performance, etc.

Since the interests of the shortcoming sons and

the daughters were defeasible (though vested) fee

simple interests, any purchaser, as, for instance,

Mrs. Lucas, would take them as defeasible estates,

that is, would take the interests subject to their be-

ing defeated by performance of the condition. Mrs.

Lucas took the risk, just as anyone who might pur-

chase a defeasible estate would take subject to the

conditions imposed upon it. This is the view taken

by the appellant. (Tr. pp. 8, 9; Brief, p. 40.)

Being a condition, the payment of the $5,000 to

each of the shortcoming sons and daughters would

have to be strictly, literally and fully performed, as

held by the Supreme Court of Hawaii and this

Court. It Avas because of this that the Supreme

Court held that the tenders could not be made to

the Scott children but as to them would have to be

made, if at all, to their mother, Catherine, and that

since it could not be made to her on account of her

death it could not be made at all as to that ninth.

This also is why this Court held that Mrs. Lucas

could not make the tender even to Catherine if she

had been alive. In other words, the tender had to

be made by one or more of the sons and by no one
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else, and it had to be made to the other sons and the

daughters and to no one else.

The appellant alleged (Tr. p. 11) that the other

sons and the surviving daughters had sold to Mrs.

Lucas their several rights to be paid the amounts

which would soon have been due to be paid to them

—but this is obviously a mere conclusion—the appel-

lant's inference that a conveyance b.y a shortcoming

son or daughter of his or her ninth interest to Mrs.

Lucas would carry with it the right to be paid the

$5,000, and this is the view taken by the appellant

in his brief at page 89. As to Catherine there had

not even been a conveyance to her children. More-

over, it is not true that these amounts were soon to

become due. There was no obligation on the part of

any son to make the payments. It was purely op-

tional and there was no right on the part of any

shortcoming son or any daughter to enforce any

payment. No such payment could be enforced by

any of them by a suit or action at law or in equity.

In the case of Scott v. Lucas in the Supreme Court

and in this Court it appears that the other sons and

the surviving daughters had sold their interests to

Mrs. Lucas and further (239 Fed. 456) that the

other sons (not the daughters) had purported to con-

vey to Mrs. Lucas not only their interests in the

lands but also the rights, powers and privileges

granted under paragraph THIRD of the will, that

is, to perform the condition and so acquire the title;
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and yet, notwitlistanding this sweeping attempt to

transfer to Mrs. Lucas the right to make the tender

and thus to acquire any outstanding interests, the

court held that the right did not pass because it

could not pass, whatever agreement might be made

between the sons and Mrs. Lucas. If the right to

make the tenders which actually existed in the sons

could not be transferred, certainly the alleged right

to be paid $5,000 each which did not exist in the

sons could not be transferred. Moreover, their deeds

did not even purport to transfer any moneys or the

right to any moneys that might be paid to them by

a performing son.

Each shortcoming son and each daughter might

have entered into a valid agreement with Mrs. Lucas

to the effect that if the $5,000 should be paid to him

or her, he or she would pay it over to Mrs. Lucas.

That would be a contract to do something in the

future upon a contingency but not only does it not

appear that any such contract was made but no such

contract could be binding on or taken advantage of

by a performing son. There was no novation of

parties, even if there could have been a novation,

for a novation would require the assent of all three

parties, namely: the performing son, the shortcom-

ing sons and Mrs. Lucas. Of course there could be

no novation of contract because there was no con-

tract between a performing son and a shortcoming

son or any contract of the kind in question between
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the shortcoming sous aucl Mrs. Lucas, and besides

no agreement whatever between a shortcoming son

and Mrs. Lucas could change the will of the testator

or the nature or terms of the condition imposed by

the testator, Avhich was that the payment should be

made by a son or sons, as held by the Supreme Court

and this Court, to a son or sons and daughters, as

held by the Supreme Court, and no shortcoming son

and third party could change the terms of that con-

dition, and much less could a would-be j^erforming

son change the condition without the concurrence of

the shortcoming sons and Mrs. Lucas. If the would-

be performing son did not care to take the risk of

making the tenders to the shortcoming sons and the

daughters for fear that they would take the money,

or if for any other reason he failed to perform the

condition by making the tenders to them, he has only

himself to blame, and Mrs. Lucas is entitled to keep

the interests for which she paid good money and as

to which she took her risk and fortunately for her

came out successfully.

Appellant cites four state cases on pages 95-7 of

his brief, all of which, Ave submit, fortify our con-

tentions. They are Johnson v. Johnson, 81 Pa. 257

(wrong citation for 32 P. F. Smith 257) ; Bayer v.

Walsh, 30 Atl. 1039 (166 Pa. St. 38) ; Schrader v.

Schrader, 139 N. W. 160 (158 la. 85) ; Jacobs v. Ditz,

102 ^^. E. 1077 (260 111. 98) . These support our con-

tention that tender or payment is a condition, per-
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formauce of which would divest the estate in some

and vest it in others, and that the theory of a pur-

chase and sale or the necessity of a conveyance is

not sustainable, although the Avording in some of

these cases was more favorable to that theory than

is the wording now under consideration. In the

Iowa case, it is true, the court bj^ a 3 to 2 decision,

held that tender or payment was a charge and con-

dition subsequent, not precedent, but under lan-

guage quite different from that noAV in question. To

avail himself of that case, appellant would have to

maintain that he obtained directly by the will at the

outset a vested estate in the interests of the short-

coming sons and daughters, subject only to a charge

to pay $5,000 to each of them, non-payment to

operate as non-performance of a condition subse-

quent to defeat his estate—contrary to the decisions

already made construing this will.

The shortcoming sons conveyed to Mrs. Lucas

merely their defeasible original ninth interests in

the land, which she took subject to the chance that

they might be defeated. They did not transfer or

relinquish their right to the $5,000 in case it should

be paid. If they had they naturallj^ would have

asked a higher price of her.

On this question as to whether the tenders should

have been made to the brothers and sisters or to

Mrs. Lucas, the appelhuit, besides advancing the

theory of ^purchase and sale' discussed above, ad-
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vances also the theory of 'option'. See his brief,

pp. 84, 103-4. He says "A. gave B. an option on his

land, and then sold it to C, who had knowledge of

B.'s option; B. tendered payment to A. in perform-

ance of the conditions of his option and his tender

was held good, because C. had knowledge of B.'s

rights when he acquired title," and in support of this

he cites Frank v. Stratford-Handcock, 77 Pac. 134

(13 Wyo. 37). This is sound law, but has no appli-

cation to the present case. In that case the tender

was made to the vendor while in the present case it

was made to the vendee—the vendor in that case cor-

responding, so far as he corresponded at all, with

the shortcoming sons and the daughters in this case,

and the vendee corresponding with Mrs. Lucas. In

other words, the tender was made in that case just

as w^e contend it should have been made but was not

made in the present case. In that case also there

was a contract between the vendor and the person

who made the tender for the purchase of the land,

that is, there was a contract between the parties

corresponding in the present case to the shortcoming

sons and the daughters on the one hand and the

appellant on the other hand—which is not the case

here. In that case also the covenant to convey was

a covenant in a lease and ran with the land. In

such cases of course the vendee is bound if he is not

an innocent purchaser for value. The theory upon

which he can be held is that after the vendor has
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giveu a binding option he in laAv holds the title as

trustee for the person to whom the option was given,

and if he sells to another who has notice of the

option, such other likewise holds as trustee for the

person to whom the option was given, Avho is re-

garded as holding the equitable title or right. Hence

if the person having the option performs he may

hold both the vendor and the vendee although in

different Avays. Ordinarily the question would arise

in a suit for specific performance, and since the

vendee has and the vendor has not the legal title,

the vendee is the one who is ordered to make the

conveyance, but even then it does not folloAV either

that the tender should be made to him or if made to

him alone that it would be sufdcient, or in any event,

that he is entitled to any or all of the purchase price

payable by the one who holds the option. How
much of the purchase price he Avould be entitled to

would depend upon the circumstances and particu-

larly upon whether that amount was greater or less

than the amount which he paid to the vendor—as

held in the Frank case, above cited.

Appellant further says on the same page (84) of

his brief that 'It is well settled that one who sells

land on which another holds an option, sells to his

vendee the right to collect from the holder of the

option, and payment to the owner's vendee is pay-

ment to the owner', and cites a number of cases in

support of that statement, but an examination of
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the cases will show that he cited the wrong list of

cases, if he had a list in snpport of that statement,

for the cases cited relate to other subjects. We need

not reiterate what we have already said to show

that there is no analogy betw^een this case and the

ordinarj'^ case of an option created by contract.

There is nothing magic in the word 'option'. In-

deed, that word is not even used in the will. Appel-

lant seems to think that, if the law is as he states it

with reference to an option created by contract be-

tween the parties, it must be so in the present case,

because a son has an option to perform or not as he

pleases. An option is merely- a power or a right to

make a choice to do or not to do something, but it

makes a great difference, so far as legal rights are

concerned, how the option arises or what its nature

is. If a piece of land is offered at auction I have the

option of bidding, and by bidding high enough, of

buying, but no legal rights arise from the fact that I

have such an option. That kind of option is not

what is meant when we speak of option with refer-

ence to legal rights. Similarly the option in the

present case is not in the same category Avith options

created by contract, although it is not an option that

exists per se, like the option just referred to. It is,

however, an option or power conferred, not by the

other party but by a third party, not by contract but

by will, and if exercised, the shifting of the title is

not by conveyance or any act on the part of the pre-
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vious holder but by force of tlie will. The per-

formance is simply the performance of a condition

named in the will.

If appellant's analogy is good so that tender could

be made to Mrs. Lucas instead of to the other sons

and the daughters, as in cases of options created by

contract between the parties in which, at least un-

der some circumstances, the right to receive the

money and the dutj^ to convey passes from the ven-

dor to his assigns, then equally the analogy should

hold in the reverse case, that is, the right to pay

and to obtain title should pass from the other party

to his assigns, and yet this Court has held with ref-

erence to this very will that the right to perform

and obtain title did not pass from the shortcoming-

sons and the daughters to Mrs. Lucas. Indeed, even

on appellant's own suggested analogy (on the ques-

tion of the right to the money and duty to convey

passing from one who gave an option to one suc-

ceeding to his interest) the Supreme Court of Ha-

waii has likewise held that the right to the money

and liability to lose the property did not pass from

Catherine to her children. Appellant's counsel

ignores the latter decision altogether.

We submit further that, aside from the conclu-

siveness of the foregoing reasoning, some deference

should be given to the decision of the Supreme Court

of Hawaii in Scott v. Lucas, 23 Haw. 338, as stare

decisis (not res judicata), in holding that the appel-
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lant, even if he had a right to perform the condition

at all, could not perform it by making payment or

tender to Mrs. Lucas. The court held that even if

Mrs. Lucas had the right to perform the condition

she could not do so by making payment or tender to

the Scott children or their guardian, because the

liability to lose an interest by divesting could not

pass from a shortcoming son or a daughter to an-

other. It held that, even if Mrs. Lucas could i^rop-

erly make payment or tender to Catherine in case

Catherine were alive, she could not make it to Cath-

erine's children after her death—although they were

her successors in interest and inherited all rights of

hers that could possibly pass from her to her chil-

dren. How much more then, if possible, would it fol-

low that payment or tender could not be made to

Mrs. Lucas as the assignee or grantee of the short-

coming sons and the other daughters, and that, too,

when she was an assignee of merely their interests

in the land ! In her case she was a successor in in-

terest by mere voluntary conveyance and her grant-

ors were still in existence to whom payment or ten-

der could be made, while in Catherine's case her

rights went by law to her children and she was no

longer in existence, so that payment and tender

could not be made to her. The Circuit Judge was, of

course, bound by that decision of the Supreme Court

until the Supreme Court itself or a higher court

should change the decision. But even the Supreme
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Court itself is bound by that decision as stare decisis

to the same extent that it would be bound hy any-

other decision as stare decisis, that is to say, it could

not take the position that the question had not been

decided. The most that it could do would be to hold

that the question had been decided, but that like any

other decision on an}- other point the Court might

reverse its own former decision, which, of course, it

does not do except in rare instances. This Court,

of course, would not be absolutely bound by that de-

cision because this is a higher court, but until the

Supreme Court or this Court reverses that decision

it is stare decisis as to the Supreme Court, subject

only to be reversed by the Supreme Court and not

treated by it as an open question, and was absolutely

binding upon the Circuit Judge. Mayer, etc., v. East

Jersey Water Co., 70 Atl. (X. J.) 472, 488. The only

way in Avhich the appellant could try to get by the

doctrine of stare decisis would be to contend that,

because this Court decided the case on a different

point, the point on which the Supreme Court decided

it did not become stare decisis, but that argument

would not hold. In the Xew Jersey case just cited

the State Court decided on one point and the Fed-

eral Supreme Court on a different point and it was

then contended that the point on which the State

court decided was left open and Avas not stare decisis

but the court hold otherwise.
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We contend further tliat since the condition could

not be performed as to Catherine's ninth (because

it could not be performed by payment or tender to

her children) it could not be performed strictly,

literallj'^ and fully at all. In other words, even if it

could be performed as to the interests of the other

two sons and the five surviving daughters by making

tender or payment to Mrs. Lucas it still could not be

performed as to Catherine's interest by making ten-

der or payment to her children or their guardian

and hence could not be performed at all because it

had to be performed as to all or none."

The reasoning of the decisions in Scott v. Lucas

and Lucas v. Scott and the reasoning of Chief Jus-

tice Frear in his argument set out above makes in-

controvertible the proposition that the interests of

the shortcoming sons and the daughters, though

vested fee simj^le interests, were defeasible and that

the purchaser of the interests would take them sub-

ject to being defeated by performance of the condi-

tion. The purchaser took the risk. The appellants

admitted this when they attempted to tender to Mrs.

Lucas. While admitting that the interests pur-

chased by Mrs. Lucas could be defeated by perform-

ing the condition, the appellants fell short when they

tendered to Mrs. Lucas instead of to the shortcoming

sons and daughters. The tender should have been

made to the shortcoming sons and daughters, as

required by the terms of the will. Mrs. Lucas, the
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purchaser, took title to the defeasible estate in the

land subject to the performance of the exact condi-

tion which would have defeated it in the hands of

the daughters and sons. No transfer or assignment

of any kind made by the daughters and sons could

change the terms of the instrument which created

the defeasible estate. The Supreme Court of the

Territory of Hawaii recognized this proposition in

the instant case when it said in its opinion, "As we

have already observed, Mrs. Lucas and the Scott

heirs are entitled to the same construction of the

will to which the daughters and shortcoming sons

would have been entitled had they not conveyed their

interest." (Kecord p. 232.)

The decision and reasoning of this court in Lucas

V. Scott to the effect that the right to perform the

conditions prescribed by the will was personal to

the testator's sons and could not be assigned to a

stranger, leads unquestionably to the further con-

clusion that the payment of the money could only

have been made to the daughters and shortcoming

sons personally. That was all part of the "family

scheme" which the court so clearly pointed out was

the basis of the will.

That payment could only be made to the sons and

daughters is further borne out by the wording of the

will itself. See Article Third, where the testator

stated the requirement four times of payment being

made to the daughters and shortcoming sons.
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The "option theory" by which the appellants seek

to justify their tender to the Lucases is fully set forth

in the argument of Chief Justice Frear referred to

above.

The wording of the will and the decisions in the

Hawaiian Supreme Court and in this court in Scott

V. Lucas as well as the weight of reason require that

where the will provides for pajrment to the daughters

and shortcoming sons that tender to their grantee

is not sufficient. No one can change the require-

ments of the testator's will.

On page 62 of their brief appellants in support of

their so-called "option theory" and in support of the

rule which they announce there : that where the own-

er of land subject to an option to buy conveys the

land to a third person who has notice of the option,

the holder of the option should properly pay such

grantee in order to acquire title, they cite : Hildreth

V. Bhelton, 46 Cal. 382 (1873) ; Hunter v. McDevitt,

15 N. D. 505, 97 N. W. 869 (1903) ; and Horgan v.

Russell, 24 N. Dak. 490, 140 N. W. 99 (1913).

In the case of Hildreth v. Shelton (1873) 46 CaL

382, cited on page 62, there was a bill in equity to

compel S. to convey to plaintiff title to the land

which he had obtained from Gay, with whom plain-

tiff had made a contract. Gay sold and agreed to

convey the premises to plaintiff and to deliver posses-

sion upon payment of $300 at any time within five

years thereafter. S. with notice of agreement ob-
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tained the conveyance of the premises from Gay and

entered into possession. Thereafter plaintiff de-

manded of S. conveyance of the premises and ten-

dered him the sum of $300, but S. refused to receive

the money or to malve the conveyance. The court de-

creed that the defendant convej^ and that he sur-

render possession of the premises to plaintiff.

The next case cited on page 62 is the case of Hun-

ter V. McDevitt, et al., 97 N. W. 869 (N. D. 1903).

In that case specific performance Avas sought to com-

pel defendant to sell and convey to plaintiff land sub-

ject to a written agreement of sale, and to cancel the

deed from vendor, one of the defendants and Mc-

Devitt, another of the defendants. The land in ques-

tion at the time the agreement was entered into was

part of the estate of the vendor's wife, which was

being handled by vendor as administrator. Pur-

suant to the contract the vendor transmitted to the

E. bank a warranty deed made out to T., for the

purpose of securing the pajanent by vendee, the

plaintiff, to T., of the purchase price which Tu had

agreed to advance to him for the pui'pose of paying

for said land—the deed was to lay in the bank until

the final decree of the probate judge. In the mean-

time the vendee sold the land to defendant McDevitt,

who had full knowledge of the agreement between

defendant Coe, the vendor and plaintiff, the vendee.

The court decreed specific performance and held

that as McDevitt had paid Coe, vendor, and that as
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title had passed from Coe to McDevitt that plaintiff

pay McDevitt.

It will be noted in the Hunter v. McDevitt case

that tender was made to the original vendor, even

though the tenderer knew that the vendor had sold

the property in question to a third party.

The next case cited by appellants on page 62 of

their brief is Horgan v. Kussell, 140 X. W. 99. In

that case there was an action to enforce specific per-

formance of a contract alleged to have been consum-

mated by the acceptance of an option on real estate.

During the period granted by the oi)tion, the owner

sold to defendant, who took with knowledge of op-

tion. Thereafter plaintiffs attempted to exercise the

option by service upon the former owner of a written

notice of intention to accept the option he had. Sub-

sequently a tender was made by depositing in the

bank the difference between the incumbrances on the

land and the purchase price, and notice thereof was

given to defendant. This action is against pur-

chaser with notice to compel him to transfer to

plaintiffs the land involved, tendering the amount so

deposited. Defendant demurred and appealed from

an order overruling the demurrer. The court held

(1 ) that the option had been accepted; and (2) that

upon such acceptance the "right of the purchaser re-

lates back and attaches as of the date of the option,

and with the same effect as to intervening adverse

parties with notice of the option, as though the con-
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tract had been completed by an immediate accept-

ance of the option given." In other words, that case

deals with an executorj^ contract of sale and has no

application whatever to the case at bar. The case

says that "the grant of a valuable consideration on

an option to x^urchase constitutes the grantee the

equitable owner of an interest in the property", and

at any rate "the option vests in the grantee the right

or privilege of acquiring an interest in the land, and

when accepted entitled him to call for specific per-

formance", and "such right when exercised must

necessarily relate back to the time of giving the op-

tion, so as to cut off intervening rights acquired by

others ^vith knowledge of the existence of the op-

tion." Certainly, this case has no place in the issues

presented by the case at bar—particularly in view of

the decisions construing the Bertelmann will.

Obviously, the cases cited have no application to

the issues at bar. They are cases involving a con-

tractual relation existing between vendor and pur-

chaser. They are cases where the relationship of

purchaser and vendor exists, and furthermore, in

the last two cases cited, tender was made to the

vendor, while in the first case cited, no question of

tender was involved.

Counsel's argument infers a situation of a pur-

chase and sale—a situation involving a contractual

relatkmship. I>ut such an inference is not justifiable

in the case at bar—the will contemplated no such
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situation—it created coutingeut executory devises.

It confined the right to a performing son and im-

posed an obligation on the daughters and shortcom-

ing sons. The situation created bears no resem-

blance to a purchase and sale.

On page 63 of their brief appellants contend that

a mere tender in a case of this kind is sufficient to

transfer title. Such a proposition assumes that a

valid tender was made. But even assuming a proper

tender was made, their contention falls of its own

weight, for the tender to be effective, even where

validly made, would have to be kept good. For con-

ceding the tender to have been properly made to Mrs.

Lucas, she would be entitled to receive it in lieu of

the land in case the appellants were entitled to judg-

ment. On page 04 they cite Johnson vs. Johnson, 81

Pa. (32 P. F. Smith) 257 (1875) in support of the

proposition that tender is sufficient to transfer title.

The only issue before the court in that case was

whether or not the sons could acquire the estate of

their deceased father by paying the merely nominal

sum indicated in the will as testator's estimate of

value of the property, or whether the great increase

in the value of the property over the value placed

upon it by the testator at the time of the execution

of his will, did not nullify the provision as to buying

out the share of the other children, since the ap-

parent intention of the testator was that his prop-

erty go equally to the children. Of course, that point
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is not in issne in the case at bar. The case shows

that the sons actually tendered the prescribed sums

to the other children. In other words, there was an

offer of full performance under the provisions of the

will to the persons unmistakabl}^ entitled to receive

the money, coui)led with the abilit}^ of the tenderee

to make payment. That certainly presents a dif-

ferent situation than is presented in the case at bar.

On page 64 et seq. of appellants' brief they con-

tend that once Prank performed the conditions, legal

title vested in him without the necessity of a deed or

other instrument of conveyance. That proposition,

of course, assumes that Frank could perform and

that he actually did perform the conditions of the

will. In support of their contention the}' cite

:

Bayer r. Walsh, IGG Pa. 38, 30 Atl. 1039 (1895),

Smith V. Fleck's Appeal, G9 Pa. 474 (1871),

Watson V. Rileij, 101 Neb. 511, 164 N. W. 87

(1917).

In Ba.yer v. Walsh there was a devise of testator's

residence on B. Avenue, valued at $3,000, to his

daughter A., and his sons E. and J., to be divided in

shares, thus: A., $1200; E., $800; and J., $1000; to

have and to hold to them and their heirs forever
;
pro-

vided that his daughter A. might at her option with-

in five years after his death purchase the shares of

E. and J., the price not exceeding the amount be-

queathed to each. The testator died October 19,

1892, and the will was probated on October 29th.
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October 31, 1892, A. paid and E. accepted $800. On

November 1st execution was levied upon the prop-

erty upon a judgment against E. An action of eject-

ment was brought by the purchaser in said execu-

tion sale to recover the 4/15th share of E. There

was a verdict for the defendant w^hich was sustained

by the Supreme Court. The court held that the full

performance by A. of the condition including the

acceptance of the prescribed sum by the proper per-

son, E., vested title in A., and that therefore, there

was nothing belonging to E. upon which execution

could be levied. Hence, of course, the execution pur-

chaser took nothing.

The court said on page 1010 : ''The transaction

was in no sense a purchase from E. That would

imply consent on his part, Avhich under the terms of

the will was wholly unnecessarj'^ ; it was for Mrs.

Walsh (A.) and for her alone to determine whether

she Avould exercise the option or not."

In that case there was an actual payment and re-

ceipt of the monej^ by the person named in the will.

The condition had been performed within the mean-

ing of the will. And the court, contrary to appel-

lants' contention in this case, rightfully held that

the transaction was in no sense a liurchase and sale.

This case should cause appellants a pang of regret

for having cited it, as it is contrary to the theory

upon which they have proceeded in attempting to

make the tender to Mrs. Lucas.
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Smith V. Fleck's Appeal (1871) 69 Pa. 474, cited

on page 64 is a case involving a bill for an injunc-

tion to restrain the defendants from cutting timber

on a tract of land which they had sold to plaintiffs.

The bill alleged that the land had been conveyed to

plaintiffs by the holder of the legal title in pur-

suance of the contract of sale. The contract in ques-

tion was signed by the vendors only. The defend-

ants (vendors) claim that the plaintiffs had no right

or title to the land which would entitle them to in-

voke the exercise of the jurisdiction of the court for

the prevention of the acts conq^lained of. The court,

after stating that it is sufficient if the contract is

signed by the vendor, the x^arty to be charged—if

the vendee has accepted it, said that the plaintiffs'

election to take the land need not be in writing.

"The verbal notice given by the plaintiffs was suf-

ficient and their election to take the land like any

other contingency upon which performance of the

agreement rests, rendered the contract as absolute

and binding as if no option had been given to plain-

tiffs. ..."
"But it is further objected that plaintiffs are not

entitled to specific execution of the contract because

they did not tender performance within the time

limited by the agreement. It is a sufficient answer

to the objection that by the terms of the contract no

time is fixed for its performance ... no time

is fixed for the making of the deed, and therefore, the
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law implies that it was to be made within a reason-

able time. . . . Nor was tender of perform-

ance absolutely essential to the maintenance of a bill

for the specific execution of the agreement by the

defendants. It would be sufficient to aver the plain-

tiffs' willingness and readiness to perform. It is

clear that the plaintiffs would be entitled to a decree

for the specific execution of the contract, if they had

not obtained the legal title from Rose, and if they

had filed a bill for the purpose the court would have

aAvarded an injunction pendente lite restraining the

defendants from cutting timber or committing other

acts of waste, to the prejudice of the estate." Appel-

lants are entitled to Avhatever comfort they can

glean from the above case.

In Watson v. Rdley, 164 N. W. 81, cited on pages

64-65, the testatrix bequeathed to each of her four

children one-fourth of her estate, with remainder

over to their children, and then followed the Avords

"It is my will that the said Emma L. Watson (the

child above mentioned) shall have the right to take

the following described land (here follows descrip-

tion of 160 acres) for the sum of $50 per acre; the

said Emma L. R. Riley (Watson) shall be allowed

on the said purchase price of said land the sum of

$12.50 per acre, or if her bequest shall amount to

more than the sum of $12.50 per acre, then she shall

be allowed upon the said sum of $50 per acre the

sum of her entire inheritance, to be deducted from
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said sum of $50 per acre." Then follows a codicil

subsequently made: "I give and bequeatli to my
daugliter, Emma Watson, the strip (describing a

narrow strip) in addition and as a part of the farm

bequeathed to her in said vnll, and on the same

terms and conditions." The action was brought un-

der the code to quiet title. The entire controversy

was over her right to the land at $50 per acre—as

the land at the time the action was brought was

worth $150 an acre. The court, holding for the

plaintiff, said the will gave the plaintiff the privilege

of purchasing the land at $50 an acre and that the

court had nothing to do with the present value of the

land.

The only question in the case was whether plaintiff

had to pay $50, as per the will, or $150, the present

market value. The only question in the case was as

to the amount of monej^ plaintiff would have to pay

for the lands in question, and the matter before the

court was simply a construction of the vrill on that

point. Xot only does this clearh^ appear from the

majority opinion of the court, but also from the two

dissenting opinions. This case has no place in any

issue before this court, and we fail to see why appel-

lants have cited it.

On page G5 of their brief, counsel for the appel-

lants cite the case of Daltj v. Daly, 229 111. 208, 132

N. E. 495 (1921). That case involved the construc-

tion of the 5th paragraph of the will of one John
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Daly, deceased. The pertinent part of the clause,

Avhich itself is rather lengthy, is as follows : "I de-

sire that my son, William Daly take the following

described real estate at $60 per acre, to-wit: (de-

scribing 87 acres) ; and I further desire my son

James Daly to take all that remains of my real

estate at $60 per acre. . . ."

The bill was filed by William Daly, et al. against

James Daly, averring that the clause should be con-

strued to mean that the property should be sold to

James or William Daly or others "at its market

price, and not at the price of $G0 per acre named
in the will." The cross bill by appellee averred that

"the will gave him an option to take the land at the

price of $60 per acre if he so desired, that he had

exercised that option, etc. In other words, the issue

before the court was whether he, James, should take

the land at $60 per acre or at the market price. And
the court had before it the question as to whether

or not the testator could set the price for the land

in his will. Of course, the court held that even

though the property had advanced in value greatly

since the making of the will, and even though by

reason of the advance in price, William and James

will receive a very decided advantage in the division

of the real estate, still there is "no rule Avhich pro-

hibits a testator from dividing his property as to the

amount given and each of his heirs as he may see

fit," and there is nothing in law which prohibits one
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testator from preferring one child over another, and

that the testator "fixed the price at $G0 per acre and

had a right to do so." Speal^ing of the various pro-

visions of the fifth clause, the court further said

:

"The effect of these provisions of the fifth

clause of the will was to give to his sons in the

order named, an option to take the land at the

price named in the will. The fee of the land,

under such provision, did not vest until such
option was exercised."

This was mere dictum—the only question before

the court was Avhether the performing son should

pay the market price. No question was raised as to

time or mode of exercising option. The case can be

of no assistance to the court in any way, and this

analysis demonstrates the depths of the smokescreen

which appellants have raised over the vital issues in

this case.

On page 66 of their brief counsel for appellants

cite: Shull i\ Laivrence, 186 Pac. 246 (1919) ; Noyes

V. Bragg, 220 Mass. 106, 107 N. E. 669-671 (1915),

and Russell v. Ives, 172 Wis. 123, 178 N. W. 300

(1920).

The case of Shull v. Lawrence, supra, involved a

contractual relationship between the respective

parties, and the decision depended entirely on a con-

struction of the contract. The case obviously has no

application here either on its facts nor on the rule

invoked by the court in disposing of the matter be-

fore it.
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In Xoyes v. Bragg, supra, cited on page 66 of

appellants' brief, there was a bill in equity brought

by the purchaser for the specific performance of a

contract in writing for the sale of certain lands.

The agreement provided that the land in question

should be paid for in instalments. The purchaser

paid a number of the instalments and without be-

ing in default in any way, tendered another instal-

ment which was unequivocably refused by the ven-

dor. Subsequently the vendor sold to T., the wife

of the vendor's sou, who is joined in this action. The

court, in modifying the decree of the lower court,

granting specific performance on grounds that have

no concern in the matter before this court, said in

its opinion

:

"The plaintiff had a right to act upon the defend-

ant's refusal to accept the pajTnent Avhich he ten-

dered in October. It was not necessary after that

for the plaintiff to go through the nugatory act of

making a further tender."

The case involved the contractual relationship be-

tween the parties, and has no application here or

any set of facts found in the record, nor, strange to

say, on any set of facts imagined by plaintiffs in

their argument.

Russell V. Ives (1920) 178 X. W. 300, cited on

page 6G, was an action to recover damages for breach

of contract to sell property. Defendant made writ-

ten offer to sell real property belonging to his wife.
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On September 18 plaintiff orally accepted the offer.

On the same day defendant served written notice of

cancellation of offer. The court in affirming judg-

ment below, said

:

"No tender of money before September 18th was

necessary for the memorandum specified that ab-

stracts should be furnished and a merchantable title

was impliedly to be tendered before the purchase

money could be demanded. After plaintiff was noti-

fied on the 18th that defendant would not perform,

he was under no obligation to make a tender."

Our remarks concerning the case of Noyes v.

Bragg apply equally to Russell v. Ives. Neither case

has any value in deciding the issues herein.

When counsel for appellants cite cases wherein

there is a contractual relationship between the

parties, they do so on an assumption not justified

by the facts or the law in the case at bar. The

Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii held that

the performance of the conditions of the will could

not be made by payment to the heirs of a deceased

sister. This court in that case on appeal held that

the condition must be strictly and literally per-

formed and that strict and full performance could

not be assigned—and the process of reasoning used

by this court leads to the inevitable conclusion that

payment could only be made to the shortcoming

brothers and the sisters personally. This is abso-

lutely opposed to the assumption of the appellants
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that it is a simple proposition of buying from one

who has legal title. The nonassignability of the

right to perform negatives any such idea.

On page GO of their brief appellants cite the case

of Bland v. Middleton, 2 Chan. Cas. 1, 22 Eng. Ke-

print 817 (1679), and they state that the case is

''on all fours with the case at bar." The full report

of the case is set out on page 60. It is cited under

their section "
( 1 ) Tender should properly be made

to the heir or assignee holding the fee simple defeasi-

ble title at the time of performance." They state on

page 60: "This case has been mentioned with ap-

proval in every case where it has been cited so far

as we have been able to find. Ater an exhaustive

search, we have been unable to find any adjudicated

case holding to the contrary."

We submit that it is impossible to tell what the

case holds and therefore no wonder they Avere unable

to find a case contrary. If thej- contend it is con-

trary to our position in this case, then there are

three cases in this jurisdiction contrary to it, to-wit

:

the Kahilina case and both of the Scott cases. Ap-

pellants have not been kind enough to enlighten the

court as to the cases in which Bland v. Middleton has

been cited with approval. It is difficult to cite adjudi-

cated cases to the contrary, because it is submitted,

it is absolutely impossible to determine what the

facts in that case were, and indeed, what was in fact

decided in view of the note to the case.
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The will contemplated payment to tlie daughters

and the shortcoming sons. It did not mean anyone

else, or it would have said "their heirs or assigns,"

and hence, the decision in the Kahilina case and in

both of the Scott cases. The conditions Avere per-

sonal, could not be assigned, and had to be strictly

and literally performed. Quoting from Lucas v.

Scott, 239 Fed. 450, 456

:

"Compliance with that condition (precedent, pay-

ment to each of the daughters, etc.) was absolutely

necessary before the estate of the daughters could

vest in the sons, for it is apparent from the will that

the testator did not intend that the daughters'

estates should vest in the sons, unless the conditions

were fully and literally performed. These views are

in harmony Avith what was decided by the court be-

loAv, and with the decision in the Kahilina case."

Strict and full performance of the conditions in

the will meant that performance could only be made

to the sons and daughters personally. EA^en though

Mrs. Lucas had purchased their lands she took their

A'ested interests, Avhich Avere defeasible estates, sub-

ject to be defeated by performance of the sons, in

accordance Avith the terms of the Avill.

This section of the brief of appellants, as Ave have

already intimated, has no place in the order of

things before this court. The appellant, Frank Ber-

telmann, did not meet the conditions of the Avill

under the rule of strict and literal performance, and
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he could not get title to the lands in question by at-

tempting to make a neAV will for the testator, insert

conditions therein, and perform them in lieu of the

testator's own Avill. Apparently the only reason

advanced by appellants as to why tender was not

made to the daughters and shortcoming sons was

that they had already been paid something by Mrs.

Lucas and that they should not be paid again. Of

course, that is no concern of the son who in perform-

ing should carry out the requirements of the condi-

tions of the will. The only thing he has to concern

himself with is "how am I to perform so as to lit-

erally fulfill the conditions of the will?" The condi-

tions of the will could not be changed by the daugh-

ters and sons conveying to a third party. They could

not make a new will for the testator any more than

Frank could.

We submit, in concluding this section of the brief

for this appellee, that Frank is not entitled to the

lands in question because he did not perform the

conditions of his father's will, in that he did not

make a tender to his sisters and shortcoming

brothers. His attempted tender to Mrs. Lucas was

of no avail. This proposition alone is of so conclu-

sive a nature as to dispose of this controversy.

We have had to assume that Prank had the right

to perform and that he raised the money within the

meaning of his fathers' will (two facts the existence

of which we flatly deny) before we were even in a
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position to discuss tlie foregoing proposition of ten-

der.

The Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii in

this case in its decision said ( Record p. 233 ) , "If the

tender had been made to these brothers and sisters

instead of to Mrs. Lucas, it would have been afflicted

wdth the same infirmities as was the tender to her,

and would therefore have been equally unavailing."

So, even conceding that the tender to Mrs. Lucas

was a proper one for other reasons, which we shall

hereinafter discuss, it would not have been enough

to entitle Frank, or the stranger, Mr. McCandless, to

recover.

TV. Even Though Tenders Were Valid^ They

Lost Their Legal Effect as They Were Not Kept

Good.

Even conceding that the tenders were validly

made to Mrs. Lucas, they lost their legal effect as

they were not kept good.

In all the alleged tenders Mr. Lincoln L. McCand-

less, a stranger, was one of the persons present. The

money that was held was money he personally bor-

rowed from the First National Bank in Honolulu.

The evidence shows that after the alleged tender to

Mrs. Lucas the money was returned to the bank and

the loan cancelled. Nowhere else in the record is

there any evidence of any dealings with Mrs. Lucas

in regard to the money.
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111 the Bill of Equity (Defendants' Exhibit 6)

Frank alleges that "the money was not to be parted

Avith unless the title was acquired to the land."

There can be no dispute that the tenders were not

kept good. On the day in question the money was

exhibited and that is all that the alleged tender

amounted to.

We submit that where a tender is the basis for

affirmative relief, it must be kept good.

Counsel for the Lucases have cited an abundance

of cases supporting the foregoing proposition and

we do not intend to burden the court b}^ adding to

the list of cases cited by them. If in this case judg-

ment had been for the defendants, thej' would have

gotten the land without having paid anjbody any-

thing for it. Obviously the}^ would not be entitled

to the land and the money also.

Even though the tenders were validly made in the

first place, which Ave contend they Avere not, having

failed to keep the tenders good they lost their legal

effect and the appellants' position is the same as

though no valid tender AA^ere ever made or attemj^ted.

y. Fraxk Did Not Perform the Conditions of

His Father's Will^ Because He Did Not Kaise the

Money Within the Meaning of the Will.

In Section III of this brief AA^e discussed the propo-

sition of tender, contending that the tenders if made

at all were made to the Avrong parties. We pointed

out that for the purpose of that argument Ave had to
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assume that Frank raised the money, within the

meaning of his father's will. If he did not raise the

money, that decisive point alone defeats his claims.

We contend that Frank did not raise the money

within the meaning of his fathers' will and hence

neither he nor McCandless, the stranger, can recover

in this action.

The Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii in

its opinion in this case (Kecord page 225) stated:

^'There is nothing in the Avill before us that expressly

or by fair implication limits the performing son to

the use of his own money in making the payments to

the daughters and shortcoming sons. It may be that

the testator hoped his performing son or sons would

acquire the money by his or their own industry and

frugality, but he made no such requirement. If in-

stead of obtaining permission to use McCandless'

money for the purpose of making the tenders Frank

Bertelmann had stolen the money, we find nothing

in the will that would have justified a refusal to

accept it because it had been obtained unlawfully

and was therefore not his money."

We respectfully disagree with this statement of

the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii. It

is utterly at variance with what this court said in

Lucas V. Scott, 239 Fed. at page 456-457, namely

:

"It was strictly a family scheme, one purpose
of which may have been and probably was to

offer an inducement to the sons to practice

habits of industry and economy, so as to ac-
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cumulate tlie money requisite for the purchase
of the other interests when the time should come
for the exercise of their option. There is in the

will no expression of the testator's wish that

such a right should go to his then surviving sons

and their assigns, although it is to be said that
the absence of the word 'assigns' is not of con-

trolling effect. But the provision that, in case

one or two of his sons should not at that time
be able to furnish the amount to pay for the

daughters' shares, the other son or sons should
have the right to buy the whole thereof, is sug-

gestive of the testator's purpose to exclude
strangers from participating in that right of

purchase, and to confine it to his sons. He goes
on to prov'ide, in substance, that should none of

his sons be able to paj^ the specified amounts
within the time limited, their rights so to pur-

chase shall end, and the property shall be owned
by his children, share and share alike. That
purpose is in harmony with the previous pro-

vision of the will wherein, after having devised
to his children each a small parcel of land, the
testator directed that not one of the lots so de-

vised should ever be conveyed, sold, or in any
other way disposed of outside of his o\\ti family,
so long as there should be one or more legal oil-

springs of his family."

Frank did not raise the money. There is abso-

lutely no evidence that he ever raised it. The record

is all to the contrary. The trial court said in its de-

cision : "The evidence shows that Frank Bertel-

mann, plaintiff, never accumulated any substantial

amount of money or assets in his own right. By his

bill in equity (being Defendants' Exhibit G) Frank

Bertelmann alleged that he 'went about trying to
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raise the amount necessary/ and one Noa W. Aluli

'undertook to obtain the amount necessary to enable

petitioner to make the payments necessary to per-

form the condition' " (Kecord p. 139), and the trial

court found "(8) That Frank Bertelmann never

produced or raised funds within the intention and

for the purpose of the prescribed condition of the

AVill."

The evidence shoAvs beyond the shadow of a doubt

that Frank did not "produce, furnish or raise" one

five cent piece of the $40,000 which was used for ten-

dering to Mrs. Lucas and the Scotts.

Frank was a shortcoming son because he failed to

"furnish, produce or raise" the monej^ within the

meaning of his father's will.

The $40,000 in question was borrowed from the

First Xational Bank in Honolulu by McCandless,

and was not even loaned to Frank. McCandless per-

mitted him to use it under an agreement (Ex. 1)

with Frank by which, if the tenders were valid and

accepted, he, McCandless, would have thereby ac-

quired and thought he had acquired by the deed from

Frank (Ex. K) an undivided four-ninths interest in

the lands.

The nature of the transaction is fully set out in

the bill in equity (Defendants' Exhibit G) . Not only

did Frank not raise the money, but the money he

used in attempting to make the tender was not even
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loaned to him : it was the moue}' of a stranger, Mr.

McCandless.

In the light of the facts in this case, it falls noth-

ing short of ridiculons for counsel to contend, as

they do throughout their brief, that Frank raised

the money. Their contention is even more absurd

in the face of the third paragraph of Frank's

father's will, v\ hich provides in part as follows

:

"At the expiration of the 25 years lease with the

Kilauea Sugar Company it is my sincere wish and

will that my lands shall befall in equal shares and

interest upon my three sons ... or then surviving

sons or son. Provided, however, that at such time

these my sons or son shall pay to each one of my
daughters or surviving daughters the sum of five

thousand dollars ($5,000) . In case one or two of my
sons should be at that time unable to furnish, pro-

duce or raise the necessary amount to pay to each

one of my daughters or surviving daughters his

share of the $5,000 per caj^ita, the two or the one of

my sons will have a right to buy the whole of my
lands noAv leased to the Kilauea Sugar Company by

paying ..."

On page 55 of their brief counsel cite Livingston

V. Lenox College, 185 N. W. 122, in support of their

contention that Frank "furnished, produced or

raised" the money. In that case a gift was made to

the college upon condition that within a prescribed

period of time the college raise the sum of $25,000.
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The court held that where within the prescribed time

$75,000 had been pledged to the college, $20,000 of

which was paid in cash and a large part of the rest

was in the form of promissory notes by responsible

parties, the college had raised the specified sum.

Obviously, such a case has no place in the determina-

tion of the issues in the case at bar.

It certainly was not part of the testator's intent,

nor part of the "family scheme" he devised, as found

by this court in Lucas v. Scott, for Frank to use some

one else's money. The testator intended that for his

sons to have acquired the interests of his daughters

and shortcoming sons, if any, they should accumu-

late the necessary money through their own efforts

and habits of economy. It certainly was not testa-

tor's intent that the interests of the daughters and

that of sons who had just fallen short of being j^er-

forming sons should be acquired by a son who either

stole the money, borrowed it, or who offered the

money by reason of having it in his hands subject to

some sort of promotion scheme whereby a stranger

would get all or a part of the lands.

We submit that Flrank not having raised the

money and therefore not having complied with the

provisions of his father's will, never performed the

conditions thereof. For thus having fallen far short

of strict and full performance Frank cannot prevail,

and on this one point alone the appellees are entitled

to judgment.
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VI. Frank Did Not Have the Right to Per-

form.

As we stated in the opening section of this brjef,

we contend that Frank had no right to perform.

If this be true, then all of Frank's attempted acts

can avail him of nothing.

We contend that Frank did not have the right to

perform because the condition became impossible of

performance by reason of the death of Catherine.

Because the condition could not be performed as to

Catherine's one-ninth it could not be performed at

all. The condition as to Catherine's one-ninth could

not be performed because it could not be performed

by tender or payment to her heirs ( Scott v. Lucas )

.

Even assuming that the condition could be per-

formed as to the interests of the two shortcoming

sons and the surviving daughters by making a ten-

der or a payment to Mrs. Lucas, it still could not be

performed as to Catherine's one-ninth interest by

making a tender or payment to her heirs or to their

guardian, and hence could not be performed at all

because it had to be performed as to all, or none.

The testator in the third paragraph of his will

expressed his desire that the performing son pay

$5,000 to each of the daughters and shortcoming

sons, and thus have the right "to buy the whole of

my lands now leased to Kilauea Sugar Company"

and to accordingly enter into "full possession of all

my lands" (Record p. 308-309).
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Due to Catlieriue's death it Avoiikl have been im-

possible for Frank or any performing son to have

entered into all the lands of the testator, and the

condition of his father's will could accordingly not

be satisfied.

The trial court in its decision correctly concluded

"that the conditions of the will became impossible

of strict performance by the prior death of the

daughter, Catherine Scott" (Record pages 148-149).

Under the rules of strict and literal performance,

full performance of the condition being impossible

because of Catherine's death, Frank did not have the

right to perform.

YII. The Testator Intended That a Perform-

ing Son Should Acquire Xot Less Than All of

His Lands.

Even though Catherine had not died so as to make

the condition impossible of performance and to have

deprived the sons of the right of ^performance,

Frank, under the facts of this case, could not per-

form as he would not acquire all of his father's

lands. That is, if Frank had made the tender to the

proper persons, after having raised the money with-

in the meaning of his father's Avill, he cannot have

judgment in this case because under his agreement

with Lincoln L. McCandless (Defendants' Exhibit

1) the latter person would have obtained title to

four-ninths of the land. As Frank would have ob-

tained title to five-ninths of the land, he would have
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fallen short of complying with the provisions of his

father's will as his father intended that a perform-

ing son should obtain all of his lands.

It was certainly not the testator's intention that

a stranger could share in the right of purchase. As

this court said in Lucas v. Scott, 239 Fed. 450, 450,

the third paragraph of the will "is suggestive of the

testator's purpose to exclude strangers from par-

ticipating in that right of purchase, and to confine

it to his sons." He said in the first part of the third

paragraph of his will that it was his sincere wish

that his lands "shall befall upon my three sons"

(Record p. 308).

The trial court, speaking of the right of i)erform-

ance, said in its decision, referring to Lucas v. Scott

:

"By the decision in the Ninth Circuit the privilege to

acquire the whole estate was declared to be personal

and not assignable in advance. The only difference

between that case and the one at bar is one of form

not of substance" (Record p. 141).

The Supreme Court, in its decision, said : "As Ave

have already concluded, we gather from the Avill of

Christian Henry Bertelmann that it was not his in-

tention that either strangers, or a son acting in be-

half of strangers, should exercise the right to defeat

the title vested by his Avill in his daughters and

shortcoming sons" (Record p. 230). The court

further said : "On the contrary, was it not the inten-

tion of the testator to require a son, who was able
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and willing, to avail himself of the privilege to pur-

chase all the lands and not merely a ]3ortion of them

b}^ paying to each, that is, to eveiy daughter and to

each shortcoming son the sum of $5,000? The latter

seem's to be in accord Avith the terms of his will"

(Record pages 230, 231). The court also said: ''If

it had been the intention of the testator that a per-

forming son should have the privilege of purchasing

a portion onl}^ of the interests that were subject to

defeasance, he Avould have expressed himself very

differently. He would have provided for the pur-

chase of such a proportion of the lands as the per-

forming son could pay for. This he did not do"

( Record p. 231 ) . As the Supreme Court pointed out,

a different construction of the will might have re-

sulted in an advantage to some of the daughters and

shortcoming sons that Avas not intended by the tes-

tator. That is, supposing the lands were very valu-

able, a son who would be able to perform, Avho de-

sired to favor some of his brothers and sisters, "how

easy it Avould have been for the performing son, who

desired to treat some of his brothers and sisters

more generously than others, to compel the dis-

favored ones to give up their interests for an inade-

quate consideration, while permitting the favored

ones to keep theirs. This discrimination, unauthor-

ized by the testator, could only have been prevented

by so construing the will as to require the son, Avho

Avas able and willing to exercise his privilege, to pur-
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chase the interests of all his sisters and shortcoming

brothers, and not merely the interests of some of

them" ( Record page 232 )

.

Both of the Hawaiian courts are in accord with

the proposition that a performing son could not ac-

quire less than all of the testator's lands. We sub-

mit on this point alone the judgment should be

affirmed.

The appellants meet this proposition as they have

had to meet all the issues in this case by imagining

statements of fact and then citing cases on their

hypothetical facts.

Judgment in this case, if it had gone in favor of

these appellants, would have to have been in favor

of Lincoln L. McCandless for four-ninths. We sub-

mit that that is enough in and of itself to show that

if the tender had been made properly and if the other

conditions had been fulfilled, that the performance

contended for the appellants would have given

Frank less than all the lands. Such was not the

intention of the testator.

As far as Frank Bertelmann's fee simple one-

ninth interest is concerned, that issue has been ably

handled by counsel for the Lucases in their brief,

and this appellee respectfully adopts and incor-

porates their argument in this brief.

We have read all of the cases cited by appellants

in their brief. We have during our argument an-

alyzed some of them. We do not present an analysis
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of all of tliem because it Avoiild make this brief too

cumbersome. A brief survey of tlie i^ropositions

which the}" are cited for, and the cases themselves,

will illustrate that they have no place in the issues

before this court.

We submit that this controversy can Avell be and

should be decided on the three prior cases which

have construed the will of the testator, namely:

Bertclmann v. KahUina, Scott r. Lucas and Lucas v.

Scott.

CONCLUSION

We respectfully submit that the judgment ap-

pealed from should be affirmed, as the plaintiffs

proved no title to nor any right to possession of any

part of the lands in controversy, and that there is no

error in the record of which they can complain.

Dated: Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, this 4th

day of March, 1920.

Kespectfully submitted,

PEOSSER, AXDERSOX AND MARX,
]\L\sox F. Prosser^

RoBBixs B. Anderson,

Benjamin L. Marx, and

Heatox L. Wrexx,

Attorneys for Kilauea Sugar

Plantation Company, Appellee.
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